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Observations of persistent Leonid meteor trails 2.
Photometry and numerical modeling
C. A. Kruschwitz
l, M. C. Kelleyl, C. S. Gardner
•, G. Swenson
e, A. Z. Liue
X. Chue, J. D. Drummond
3, B. W. Grime3, W. T. Armstrong
4, J. M. C.
Plane•, and P. Jenniskens
•
Abstract. During the 1998 Leonid meteor shower,multi-instrument observations
of persistentmeteor trains were made from the Starfire Optical Range on Kirtland
Air ForceBase, New Mexico, and from a secondarysite in nearby Placitas, New
Mexico. The Universityof Illinois Na resonancelidar measuredthe Na density

and temperaturein the trains, while variouscameras capturedimagesand videos
of the trains, some of which were observedto persist for more than 30 min. The
Na density measurementsallow the contribution of Na airglow to the observed
train luminescenceto be quantified for the first time. To do this, persistent
train luminescence
is numericallymodeled.Cylindriqalsymmetryis assumed,and
observedvalues of the Na density, temperature, and diffusivity are used. It is

foundthat theexpected
Na luminosity
is consistent
withnarrowband
ccD all-sky
cameraobservations,but that these emissionscan contribute only a small fraction
of the total light observedin a 0.5-1 /• bandwidth. Other potential luminosity

sources
are examined,in particular,light resultingfrom the possibleexcitationof

monoxides
of meteoric
metals(particularly
FeO)and02(b•E.o
+) duringreactions

between atmospheric oxygen speciesand meteoric metals. If is found that the
total luminosity of thesecombinedprocessesfalls somewhatshort of explaining the
observedbrightness,and thus additional luminosity sourcesstill are needed. In
addition, the brightnessdistribution, the so-calledhollow cylinder effect, remains
unexplained.

1. Introduction

high-velocity meteor showers such as the Leonids or
the Perseids.The first recordedobservationsof persistent trains date back over 100 years to those of Newton
[1869],and they have been the subjectof substantial

One of the most fascinating and puzzling of meteoric phenomenais that of persistentmeteor trains, selfluminouscloudsthat linger for severalminutes after the
investigation since. However, an explanation for the
passageof a meteor. A typical meteor train fadesvery sustained luminescence of the trains remains elusive.
quickly, lasting for only a few seconds,but a persisPerhaps the most widely acceptedexplanation for
tent train can endure for up to an hour or even longer.
persistent
train luminescence
was put forth by ChapSuch trains are extremely rare, occurring only as a reman
[1955].
He
suggested
that
the oxidationby Oa of
sult of bright meteors,and are typically associatedwith

neutral Na atomsdepositedby the meteoroidduringits
ablation in the atmosphereand the subsequentreduc• School
of Electrical
andComputer
Engineering,
CorneilUni- tion of the resultingNaO by atmosphericO couldlead
versity,Ithaca, New York.
to excited Na atoms, which could then radiate. This
2Department
of ElectricalandComputer
Engineering,
Univer- is the samemechanismresponsiblefor the Na airglow.
sity of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
3StarfireOpticalRange,DirectedEnergyDirectorate,Air

The complete
Na oxidation-reduction
sequence
is

Force Research Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

4LosAlamosNationalLaboratory,
LosAlamos,NewMexico.
5School
of Environmental
Sciences,
University
of EastAnglia,
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Table 1. Reaction Rates for Na Cycle
Reaction

Rate

Na + Os

---•

NaO + 02

kl = 1.05x 10-øexp[-l16/T]

cma$-1

Na + O2 + N2

-•

NaO2+ N2

k2 = 5.0x 10-aø[T/200]
-1'22

crn6 s-1

NaO2 + O

•

NaO + 02

ks= 5.0x 10-1øexp[-940/T]

crn3 $--1

NaO + Oa

--•

NaO2+ 02

k4,,= 1.11x 10-ø exp[-568/T] cm3 s-1

•

Na + 202

k4b= 3.2x 10-1øexp[-550/T] crn3 s-1

•

Na(2P)+ 02

•

Na(2S)+ 02

NaO + O

Na(2p)

> Na(2S)+ h•,,

k5- 2.2x 10-1ø[T/220]
1/2

crn3 s-1

(6) and Fe, are also detected, as are emissionsfrom metal

wherephotonsemitted in (6) have a wavelengthof 589
nm, the well-knownNa D lines. The rates for thesere-

oxides.

More recent Leonid

storm observations

from the Leo-

nid Multi-Instrument Aircraft campaign now show that

actionshavebeenmeasured[PlaneandHelmet, 1994] many of these emissionsare a feature of secondaryablaand are presentedin Table 1. However,the branching tion [Borovi&aandJenniskens,
2000].All priorspectra
ratio c•, which indicateshow much of the Na created were captured relatively early in the life of the train and

in (5) is createdin the 2p state,is poorlyknown,with thus may not reflect the spectrum of the train after it
estimatesrangingfrom 0.01 to 0.6. A value of 0.1 will
be used for c• here consistentwith the laboratory results of Clemeshaet al. [1995],though recentresults
from the SuddenAtom Layer (SAL) rocket flight indicate a much lower value of around 0.02 for c• [Hecht

has developedfor sometime. Indeed, visible spectra obtained minutes after train formation are lacking many
of these lines. Rather, a broad continuum is observed
that has been identified with FeO "orangearc" emission

et al., 2000]. Baggaley[1975]closelyinvestigated
the

sion lines. FeO emissionis a product of the Chapman

feasibility of the Na oxidation-reduction cycle as a possible sourceof train luminosity. At that time the rates
of the reactionswere not well known, and consequently,
the early results were less than promising: even using
a value of 1.0 for c•, Baggaley found that a meteor of
visual magnitude -10.75 or brighter would be required
to produceNa emissionsof sufficientintensity to be visible to the naked eye. Later work, using improved rate

[1955]airglowmechanism
involvingmeteoriciron.

[Jenniskens
et al., 2000b],underlaying
the sodiumemis-

Near-iR emissionsfrom a persistent train have also

beendetectedby broadbandimagingtechniques[Hapgood,1980]. Usinga low-lighttelevisioncamera,Hapgood detected strong emissionsbetween 700 and 900
nm from the persistent train of a-6 absolute magnitude

meteor.

While

these emissions

cannot

be due to

Na or FeO, Hapgood speculatedthat they may yet be

that racoefficientestimates[Baggaley,1978;Kolb and Elgin, dueto the Chapman[1955]cycle.He suggested
1976],foundthe Na cycleto be capableof producingas diation resulting from the excitation of the 02, formed
muchas 108timesmoreluminositythan Baggaleyhad in (5),intoitsbleg
+ stateandthesubsequent
transition
originally shown,loweringthe limit to-3.25 magnitude,
which is in agreement with observations.
Until now, it was unclear if, indeed, all visual luminosity arose from this mechanism. Experimental evi-

to theX3E•- ground
statecouldbethesource
ofthe
emissions.Unfortunately,whetheror not (5) producesa

significant
amount
ofO2(b
lea+) hasnever
beenverified,
although it is sufficiently exothermic to do so provided

Giventhat thebranching
ratio
dencesupportingthe Chapman[1955]mechanism
has Na(2p)isnotproduced.
been lacking becauseof the scarcity of persistenttrain c• is predicted to be small, it seemspossiblethat there
spectralinformation. Becausepersistenttrains are both maybea largeamount
ofO2(blEa
+) produced
in (5).
This paper is a secondin a seriesdescribingthe obserrare and unpredictable, good spectral measurements
are difficult to obtain. A few spectra, however, do vationsof thosetrains[seeDrummondet al.,thisissue].
exist. Persistent train spectra have been reported by In this paper,the feasibilityof the Chapman[1955]Na
Borovi&a et al. [1996],Rajchl et al. [1995],and Abe, cycle as a source of enduring meteor train luminosity
et al. [2001].In particular,the Abe et al. [2001]train is revisited in the light of new observationsmade of
was that of a Leonid fireball during the 1998 shower. severalpersistenttrains during the 1998 Leonid meteor
Strong Na emissionsat the 589 nm wavelength are a shower. A numerical model of a meteor train similar to
by Baggaley[1975]and Kolb and Elgin
feature common to all of these spectra, providing sup.- that described

port for the Chapman[1955]theory. However,strong [1976]is usedto calculatethe expectedNa emissions.
emissionsfrom other meteoric metals, particularly Mg

This basic model is then expanded to include possible
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O2(blE)emissions
resulting
fromNa chemistry,
aswell tent trains, three of which were tracked on the order of
as from metals and metal oxidesexpectedto be present

30 min. Further details of the experiment are reported

in largequantities,namely,Fe, Ca, and Mg.
Further cluesto the luminositymechanismare found
from the peculiar dynamical propertiesof the persistent trains. In particular, we investigatethe "hollow"
appearancemany trains exhibit, as reportedby New-

by Drummondet al. [thisissue].Preliminaryreportson
the 1998 Leonid campaign at SOR have been published

by Kelley et al. [2000],Grime et al. [2000],Chu et al.
[2000],and Drummondet al. [2000].Theseresultsare
complementedby spectroscopicmeasurementsof persis-

ton [1869]andmanyotherobservers
since[Trowbridge, tent

trains

onboard

the Leonid

Multi-Instrument

Air-

1911;Hawkins,1957]. Under sufficientmagnification, craft Campaign, a two-aircraft missionto the Meditersucha train appearsas two paralleltrains separatedby ranean, during the 1999 Leonid storm of November 18.
a regionof darkness.This peculiarfeaturewasthought The missionis describedby Jenniskenset al. [2000a].

by Trowbridge
[1911]to be due to the train's having One train was observedwith a slit-basedvisible spectrothe shapeof a hollowcylinder,with radiationfrom the graph, while another was observedwith a slitlessspecouter rim of the cylinder far exceedingthat from the trograph, both minutes after the fireball.
regioncloserto its axis,an explanationthat hasgained
wide support. A definitiveexplanationfor the central 2. Observations
depletion,however,has not yet been put forth. BagPlate 1 showsimagesof three of the sevenpersistent
galey [1976]suggested
that chargeexchangebetween
neutral Na atoms and meteoric metal ions could lead

trains observed at SOR on November

to a large depletionof Na atoms,whichwould,in turn,
lead to a depletionin luminosity. Since, accordingto
this model, the density of metal ions is much greater
toward the axis of the train, the depletion will be far
morepronouncedthere. An alternativeexplanationhas

of each are given below; further information is given

17. Brief details

by Kelley et al. [2000],Grime et al. [2000],Chu et al.
[2000],and Drummondet al. [2000,this issue].

The train shown in Plate la will be of primary interest in this paper because it is for this train that
beendiscussed
by Kelleyet al. [2000],Chuet al. [2000], we have the most comprehensiveset of measurements.
and Jenniskenset al. [2000c]. They suggestthat the Dubbed "Diamond Ring" because of its ring-like apdepletion
of 03 asa resultof (1) of the Chapman[1955] pearance, this train resulted from a meteor that occurred at 0927:50 UT. Two visual observers estimated

cyclemay be significantenoughat the train's center,
where the densityof Na and other metals is greatest,
to lead to appreciablylessluminositybeing produced
there relative to the train's outer regions. The numerical model developedin this paper is usedto examine
this hypothesisin greater detail.
In our study, we will addressavailablemeasurements
of sodiumby lidar and narrowbandimagingtechniques
and visible spectroscopic
measurementsof persistent
trains obtainedduring the 1998 and 1999 Leonid showers. During the peak of the 1998Leonidmeteorshower

pearance of the meteor. At that time the train was still

on November 17 the first ever resonance lidar obser-

visible to the naked eye, and it continuedto be visible

a brightness
of-1.5 (absolutemagnitude-2),but similar
estimatesfor the meteorthat causedanotherpersistent
train (the "Rope") and that was observedby intensified videocamerasto be of apparentvisualmagnitude
-6.64-0.6 suggestthat the brightnessof the Diamond

Ring meteorwas about -8 magnitude. A singleimage
of high spatial resolution was obtained that enablesaccurate photometry. This image was taken with a CCD

camerawith a 2ø field of view 82 s after the initial ap-

vationsof persistentmeteortrainsweremadefrom the for -•3 rain more. The bandwidth of the CCD camera
StarfireOpticalRange(SOR),a facilityof the Air Force is approximatelyfrom 0.5 to i/•, and hencethe camera
ResearchLaboratory, Directed Energy Directorate, on wouldhavedetectedNa D line emissions,
FeO and other
Kirtland Air Force Base near Albuquerque,New Mex- metal oxideemissions,and any infrared emissionsof the
ico. SOR is home to a 3.5 m steerableoptical telescope, type reportedby Hapgood[1980],whichhe attributed
whichhasbeenadaptedfor useas a Na resonancelidar to O2(blE).The dualappearance
of the "ring"portion
by the Universityof Illinois. The capabilitiesof the li- of the train is an ideal illustration of the hollow effect
dar are suchthat Na temperature and the mesospheric alludedto earlierand will be discussed
in greaterdetail
winds can be measured in addition to the Na density.

in section

5.

The fact that the telescopeis steerablemakesit ideal
The train shownin the CCD imagein Plate lb, called
for use in the study of persistenttrains, which endure the "Glowworm",wasby far the mostvisuallyspectaclong enoughto allow the lidar beam to be guidedto ular of all the trains observedduring the SOR Leonid
them. Once the lidar detects the Na enhancement left campaign. It was the result of a-14.3 magnitudemeby the meteor,the train can be trackedby following teor [Zinnet al., 1999](Note,SORvisualobservers
estithe enhancement,evenafter the train's emissionshave mated <-4.5 magnitude),the brightestseenthat night,
growntoo faint to be seenby either the nakedeye or and wasstill clearlyvisibleto the nakedeye morethan
the image-intensifiedcamerasused in the experiment. 10 min after its initial appearanceat 1005:44 UT. UnIn this way, measurementswere made of sevenpersis- fortunately,becauseof its locationin the sky, no lidar
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Plate 1. Imagesof severalpersistenttrains being probed by lasersfrom the SOR on November

17, 1998. Reproduced
from Kelley et al. [2000].
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110

after the initial meteor, is shownin Figure 1. The typ-

105

icalbackground
sodium
layerofabout5000atomscm3
is clearly evidentin the profile. The dual Na spikes

• 100

are a result of the lidar beam intersectingthe trail at
two altitudes, 92.5 and 98 km. The enhancementat
98 km was tracked for nearly half an hour. The peak
Na densitiesmeasuredfor this trail were3.41 x 105 and
1.95 x 105 cm-3 for the lowerand upper trail portions,

95

•

90

•

85

respectively
[Chuet al., 2000].The Na atomline den-

80

sity q has alsobeencalculated.This is definedas
10000

Na density

100000

(atoms/cm3)

q= 2•,peak7rcr
2,

Figure 1. Na Resonancelidar profile from the Diamond Ring meteor trail. Reproducedfrom Chu et al.
[•000].

(7)

wherenpeak
is the peakNa numberdensityandcris
takenfromfittinga Gaussian
Aexp(-x2/2cr
2) to the

meteor'sNa trail and correctingfor the angle • bedata could be obtained for this train, but an all-sky tween the lidar beam and the trail. Values for q ranged
camera was able to track Na 589 nm emissionsfrom fromabout2.0 x 1013cm-1 to about1.5 x 10TMcm-•.

the train for morethanan hour[Kelleyet al., 2000].
The train in Plate lc is another excellentexampleof
a hollowtrain. This train is referredto asthe "StraightenedDiamondRing" becauseof its similarityin appearanceto the Diamond Ring, particularly in the resem-

Figure2 showsa seriesof lidar profilesfor the lower
DiamondRing Na enhancement.
Of the eightprofiles
shown,fourshowsomesignof a second
smallerpeakin
additionto the main peak, but there is no evidenceof

an appreciable
depletion
in the Na density.Thiswould
blanceof the "puff" at the end of the formerto the seemto argueagainstthe Baggaleychargeexchange
as a viableprocessfor producingthe Trow"diamond"portionof the latter. The imageis a screen mechanism
[1911]
hollow
cylinder
ofluminosity.
Thegradual
capturefroma Xybionimage-intensified
videocamera bridge
in heightof the enhancement
is not to be interwith a 5ø field of view that was attached to the headring decrease
sincethetrainis distributed
over
of 3.5 m telescope.
The brightlinecomingfromthe top pretedasa fallspeed;
to be the trail
of the imageis the Na laser.Thistrain resultedfroma a largerangeof heights,what appears
meteor that occurredat 0951:42 UT and remained vis- fallingto loweraltitudesis likelythe lidar intercepting
ible for about 5 min. The lidar was able to track it for

lower-altitudeportionsof the trail.

In addition to the Na resonancelidar, two all-sky
-•11 min [Chuet al., 2000].
cameras
were used to observe the trains. One of these,
A NaprofilefromtheDiamond
Ringobtained
shortly
after the lidar located its Na enhancement,about I rain operating
at SOR,wasfixedwith a 750-900nm band-

93.2

93

92.8
•

92

.

6

92.4

92.2

928:27

928:51

929:17

929:39
Time

930:03

930:28

930:51

931:14

(UT)

Figure2. Series
ofNaresonance
lidarprofiles
fromthelower
Naenhancement
oftheDiamond
Ring.
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Figure
3. Spectrum
ofa persistent
meteor
train
obtained
during
the1999
Leonid
shower.

Superimposed
isanFeO
orange
system
spectrum.
Reproduced
from:
Jenniskens
etal.[2000c].

widthfilter,notched
at around
868nmto blockO2(blE

of the metal oxide FeO. A similar broad emission was

in the slitlessspectrumof a particularlybright
-• X3E)(0,1) atmospheric
emissions.This camerais observed
fireballat 0400:29UT by BoroviSka
and
usedto observeOH airglow,but it detectedemissions -13 magnitude
[2000].The slitlessspectrumshowsno apfrom the brightestof the trains observedthat night, Jenniskens
signalbecause
ofthemuchlowerspectral
the Glowworm,for morethan 20 min. An imageof the parentsodium
Glowwormtaken by this camerais shownin Plate 2a. resolution.Residualoxygenandwhat may be OH emisby Jenniskens
et al. [2000b]remain
The secondall-skycamerausedduringthe 1998ob- sionin thespectrum
and are thoughtto be residualsfromvariservationswas fixed with a narrowbandNa (589 nm) unexplained
filter andplacedat a nearbysitein Placitas,New Mex- ationsin the backgroundairglow. Note that the specico,about40 km northof SOR.This cameradetected trum doesnot extendfar enoughto includethe nearIR
long-lasting
emissions
from10meteortrains,7 of which O2 bandsreportedby Hapgood[1980].
correspond
to trains alsoobservedat SOR. Na emissions from most of the trains were seen for up to 30

3. Analysis of Photometric Observations

min, but the GlowwormproduceddetectableNa emisA CCD camera attached to a 400 mm lens was used
sionsfor well overan hour[Kelleyet ai., 2000].A Na
imageof the Glowworm
is shownin Plate 2b. Typical for our quantitativestudy. Imagesof the Diamond
trainsobserved
durpeakintensities
measured
bythecamerawereontheor- Ring, oneof the morespectacular
der of 100 R abovethe backgroundNa layer emissions ing the 1998 Leonid, are shownin Plate 3. The imbut werefoundto rangefrom as weakas a few R to as ageshowsa loopin the trail, whichanalysisindicates
strongas600 R abovethe background.
Suchemissions, couldbe causedby an internal gravity wavewith an inthoughsubstantial,arestill wellbelowthe minimumin- trinsicperiodof 19.5 hours,a horizontalwavelengthof
of 5.5 km [Drumtensitydetectable
by the humaneye.Nevertheless,
the 2650km, and a verticalwavelength
to
presence
of Na airglowemissions
from the trains was mondet al., thisissue].Thesevaluesarecomparable
proved,leavingopenthe question
of what-fractionof resultsfrom trimethyl aluminum(TMA) releasesand
the total luminosityof the trainscouldbe explainedby other lidar observations.
Four stars identified in the field of the Diamond Ring
Na emissions
andjust howthe trainscouldbe asbright
asindicatedby the quantitativeresultspresented
next. imagewereusedto calibratethe CCD camera,which
enabled flux measurements at cuts across the trail.
no further spectroscopic
informationfor theseevents. These measurements are the first of their kind and, as

Other than these narrowband observations,we have

However,
spectrafroma persistent
trainwereobtained will be discussedlater, point to the inadequacyof curby Jenniskens
et al. [2000b]duringthe 1999Leonid rent modelsof persistenttrains. Startingwith the flux
m-2 s-l), derivedfromcountsat
showerand are reproducedin Figure 3. The strong densityf (photons
of eachpixel can be
Na line is evident,as is a broademissionbetween530 the detector,the surfacebrightness
calculated
by
dividing
by
the
pixel
area:
and 630nm. This is thoughtto be dueto excitedstates
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Figure 4. Surfacebrightness
fromcuts1-6 acrossthe ring of the trail. The cutsare fit as one
Gaussianor two independentGaussians,plus a local background,which is subtracted. The scale
on the right axis showssurfaceemissionrates.

sion acrosscuts 1-6, while Figure 5 showsthe surface
brightnessfor cuts 7 and 8. Figure 6 showsnot only the
The cuts were then fit with Gaussians:
surfacebrightnessfor cuts 1-6 as a functionof height but
sb= A exp(-x2/2cr2).
(9) two lidar profiles as well. The various parameters for
each cut are given in Table 2. For cuts 7 and 8 through
Usingcylindrica!
geometry,
let the z axisbe alongthe the brightest diamond portion of the image the area is
trail, whichmakesan angleof 0 with the line of sight confusedand coversthe regionof overlap. Thereforewe
the y axis,andlet the x axisbe normalto the cylinder list the averagedistanceof 122.6 km, the averagepixel

sb=//(!3.91") 2 photons
s-1 m-2 arcsec
-2.

(8)

in the plane of the sky. The surfaceemissionrate at
the source,se,canbe foundby multiplyingthe surface
brightness
equation(8) by 4•rdsin0andconverting
the
squarearcseconds
in (9) to squaremetersat the source,
where d, the distanceto the trail, and 0 are known
becausethe trajectory of the originalmeteoris known

[Drummond
et al., thisissue].The surface
emission
at
the sourceis given by
se =

4•rd2sin0sb•

13.912

sizeOf8.27m, anda 0 of 50ø in Terble2. We notethat
sincethe light arisesfrom two different parts of the path
at different altitudes, the surfacebrightnessor derived
line emissionsshould probably be divided in half for

cuts7 and'8to givevaluesfor oneof the contributing
paths.
Integrating the surfaceemissionall the way acrossthe
trail yields the total line emissionrate in all directions
from the sourceas a function of distancealong the trail.
Becausethe fits are Gaussians,the total integrated line
emission let is

13.912

= 4•rd
2sin0!2 Aexp(-x2/2a
2)
photons
m-2 s-1, (10)

let = 4•'d
2sin
013'912
A•-• cr
12

photons
m-! s-1 (11)
where l is the length of a pixel in meters. Figure 4
showsboth the surfacebrightnessand the surfaceemis- whereA and crare the Gaussianfit parameters
listed
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Figure5. Surface
brightness
fromcuts7 and8 across
theDiamond
Ring.Thefitsaredone
as
fourindependent
Gaussians,
plusa localbackground
which
issubtracted.
Therightaxisscale
showsbrightness
in astronomical
magnitudes.

in Table 2 and l is the pixel length appropriatefor the

emission
rateof2 x 1017[6.2x 1016]
photons
m-1 s-1,

cut. The total calculated line emission for each cut is

compared
to the averagetotal emission
rate for cuts1-6
of 4.04-0.5x 1016photonsm-1 s-1. Clearly,the intensity of the emissions
for the trainsis comparable.
This

givenin Table2 for cuts1-6. They are not givenfor 7

and 8 becausethe region is confused,and no attempt
wasmade to make the cut at right anglesto the trail as is consistentwith the Diamond Ring meteormagnitude
was done for cuts 1-6. The uncertainty assignedto let of around-8 inferred from the video. If the magniincludesthe uncertaintyin the Gaussianfit amplitudes tude was closerto the-2 visual estimate,however,then

and ors,as well as a 10%uncertaintyin the blackbody the DiamondRing train wouldhavebeenfar brighter
to Hapgood's
train than wouldbe expected,
calibration of countsto flux density. These photometry compared
indicating
that thetrainwasfar brighterin the
measurements
will be comparedto the modelingresults perhaps
500-700nm and 0.9-1/• spectralregionsnot visibleto
that follow.
Before movingon to describethe modelingefforts, Hapgood's camera.
though,it is interestingto comparethe calibratedintensitymeasurements
of the DiamondRing to those 4. Comparison to Emission Calculations

given by Hapgood
[1980]for the meteorhe observed.
As mentionedabove, he detectedthe persistenttrain
of a-6 absolutemagn!tudenon-Leonidmeteorusinga
camerawith a passbandof 700-900nm and found a

The numerical

model described here is similar to that

usedby Baggaley[1975]and KolbandElgin [1976].It
models the diffusion and chemical kinetics of a meteor

photon
fluxof 2 x 10s photons
m-2 s-1. (Werecalcu- trail, assumingthe trail to be a cylindrically symmetric
late the blackbodyflux densityand find that the fifth

distribution of ablated atoms. A Na atom line density

magnitude
A0 starusedto calibratehiscamerashould of i x 10TMcm-1 is used,whichis within the rangeof

produce5.5 x 107photons
m-•' s-1, onethird Hap- line densities calculated for the Diamond Ring. This
good'svalue. In the followingthe correctedvaluesare value is consistentwith not only the Diamond Ring but
includedin squarebrackets.)This translatesto a line most of the other trains observedas well, most of which
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Figure6. Surface
emission
ratesasa function
ofaltitude.
Thedouble
structure
begins
toappear
at analtitudeof about96.5km. Thetopandbottomcurves
areGaussian
fitsto thelidardata,

shownwith arbitrarymaximaand correctedfor the anglebetweenthe lidar beamand the trail.

Thecurveat 96.67kmisnotthesameasin Figure4 forcut2, butshows
instead
thata single
Gaussianunderliesa broaderfog.

werefrom meteorsof a similarsizeand brightness.The
radialprofileof thisdistributionistakento beGaussian,

DV'2102]
+ ks[NaO][O]

and an initial radius of 1 m is used. From this initial
size the trail is allowed to evolve under the influence of

+k1[Na][03]+ k3[NaO2][O]
q-(k4aq-2k4b)[NaO][O3]
-k2[Na][O2][N2],
(16)

diffusion,whilethe ablatedNa reactswith atmospheric
speciesvia the Chapmancycleof (1)-(5) at the rates
given in Table 1. The evolution of the trail is described
by the following equations:

0

at[O]- DV•[O]-k•[NaO][O]
-k•[NaO•][O],

0

(17)

DVe[Na]- kx[Na][O3]

O-•[
Na]

+k4b[NaO][O3]-k•[Na][O•], (12)

where D is the diffusivity and the brackets indicate
number densities. A value of D -

5 m 2 s-1 is used

here, in agreementwith the valuescalculated by Grime

---0
[NaO]
Ot

et al. [2000]using the lidar data and a simple dif-

DV2[NaO]- ks[NaO][O]

fusion estimate.

+kl[Na][Oa]+ ka[NaO2][O]
--(k4aq-k4b)[NaO][O3],
(13)

a[NaO2] DV•[NaO•]- k•[NaO•][O]

Ot

q-k4a
[NaO][O3]
+k•[Na][O•][N•],

(14)

The values reported there ranged

from 5 + 2 to 10 + 5 m2 s-1, consistent
with molecular diffusion at mesosphericheights. Although these
trails are below the turbopause, eddy diffusion does
not seem to operate at these scales. Similar conclu-

sionshave comefrom the analysisof TMA trails (M.
Larsen,private communication,2000). Sincethe chemical reaction rates are temperature-dependent, a temperature of 180 K is used, also typical of the observed

trails [Grime et al., 2000]. The numberdensitiesof
backgroundspeciesused are appropriate for the at-

mosphereat about 95 km: [03] - 1.0 x 108 cm-3,

DV2[Oa]- kl[Na][Oa]
-(k4a q-k4b)[NaO][O3],

(15)

[02] = 8.0 x 1012cm-3, IN2]- 3 x 1013cm-3, and
[O]- 5.0 x 10TMcm-3. Thesevalueswereobtainedus-
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Fit Parameters

Amplitude,

Center,

or,

Height,

d,

photons
m-2s-1 arcsec
-2

m

m

km

km

0,

l

let x 1016,

deg m pix-1

photons
S--1m-1

1

380.949

450-915

224-937

96.86

124.1

42

8.3703

7.62-91.77

2

283-917

356-98

163-913

96.67

123.9

43

8.3582

4.23-90.60

197-947

221-913

39-919

95.08

123.6

48

8.3361

283-950

574-99

58-913

3

0.77-90.42
1.64 -9 0.49

Total

2.41-90.65

4

172-928

260-99

42-911

333-922

640-95

59-97

94.94

123.5

47

8.3334

0.71-90.23
1.93 -9 0.32

Total

2.64-9O.4O

5

316-930

226-95

49-96

576-934

472-92

34-93

93.75

122.1

45

8.2379

1.47-90.27
1.86 -9 0.26

Total

3.33-9O.37

6

312-933

270-95

44-95

391-928

527-95

57-95

727-977

666-914

298-936

699-958

1219-97

70-98

613-9155

1472-911

65-913

261-986

1683-976

134-980

750-961

610-915

253-928

723-951

1163-912

129-912

342-965

1472-913

56-914

331-972

1737-918

111-928

93.51

121.6

48

8.2034

1.35-90.26
2.20 -9 0.34

Total

3.55-90.43

7

8

95.25

122.6

50

8.2732

95.25

122.6

50

8.2732

ing the thermosphere/ionosphere/mesosphere(TIME)et al. [2000c]
to cause
thehollowappearance
ofthetrain
GCM atmospheric
modeland are providedcourtesyof in Plate la.
R. Roble.

To assessthe validity of the numerical results, the
expected
Na emissionsare compared to the results
A finitedifference
scheme
isusedto solve(12)-(17)at
subsequent
time stepsfor the speciesabundanceat several radial points. The photonemissionrate resulting
25000

from(6) is thencalculatedusingthe followingformula:

20000

z-

whereI hasunitsof photonscm3 s-x. Figure7 shows
the Na D line volume emission rate as a function of
radial distance for the model trail after it has evolved for

• 15000
10000

82 s, the sameamountof time the DiamondRing had
evolvedbeforethe imagein Plate 3 wastaken. Clearly

5000

the emissions are not most intense at the center of the

trail as might be expectedbut at somedistancefrom its
axis. This is due to the depletionof ozonein the central
regions of the trail where the concentration of Na is

greatestand hencewheremore 03 is destroyedby the
Chapmancycle.Thisis precisely
the effectpredictedby

0

5' '

' 'io' '
radial

' '8'0' '
distance

'

(m)

Figure 7. Expectedvolumeemissionrates as a function of radial distance for meteoric Na excited by the

Chapman oxidation-reductioncycle. The model uses
parametersmeasuredfor the Diamond Ring meteor

Kelleyet al. [2000],Chu et al. [2000],and Jenniskenstrain.
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from the all-sky Na imager. This is done in Plate 4.

Plate 4(top) showsan imageof the DiamondRing taken
by the camera. A precise calibration of the camera has
not been done; so, for the purposesof the airglow intensity calculations,backgroundNa emissionsare assumed
to be about 50 R, a typical value for the backgroundNa

airglow. The solid line plot in Plate 4(bottom) shows
the background-subtractedemissionintensity along the

line showncuttingacrossthe train in Plate 4(top). The
dashedline plot in Plate 4(bottom) showsthe calculated

-100

-50

0

50

100

Na photon flux from the surfaceof the model train. The
distance
(m)
calculated profile is clearly much narrower than the observed profile. We believe that this is a consequenceof Figure 8. PredictedNa emissionsalong the train's
width.
the integrated responseof the camera, each image from
which representsa 90 s integration. An analysisof the
winds affecting the Diamond Ring has been performed might be expectedthat the observedNa intensity could

by Grime et al. [2000]and by Drummondet al. [this be between about half and a few times what is shown in
issue].The horizontalwindswerefoundto havea peak Figure 4. Thus, though it seemslikely that the model
magnitudeof around70 m s-1. Thus,after 90 s a por- overestimatessomewhat the Na emissions,it should still
tion of the train would have been expected to move --6
km, in relatively good agreement with Plate 4.
The model also predicts more intense Na emissions
than are observed. The predicted maximum intensity
of •-20 R is about 4 times greater than the estimated
observedmaximum of 5 R. It should be pointed out
that there are significant uncertainties involved in both
the numerical model calculationsand alsoin the imaged
Na intensitiespresentedhere. Of particular importance
to the Na emission calculations is the 03 concentration since the Na airglow intensity is directly dependent on it. Observed 03 concentrations over the 90-100
km height range of the Diamond Ring vary from about
1 x 107 to about 5 x 108 cm -3. Since 1 x 108 cm-3 has
been used in the modeling, the model may overestimate
the emissionsby an order of magnitude, or underestimate them by about a factor of 5. There is an additional
uncertainty in the 03 concentration due to the effects

be adequate for the purpose of the following analysis,
which comparesthe predicted Na emissionsto the total
observedtrain luminosity.
In section3 the photometry of the Diamond Ring was
investigated in some detail. Figure 4 shows the measured flux along several cuts acrossit. Peak emissions

are betweenabout7 x1013and 22 x1013photonsm-2
s-1 (7000-22,000
R), whilethe total emission
per unit
lengthof train, shownin Table2, is between2 x 1016
and 8 x 1016photonsm-1 s-1 (wherethe contributions from both emitting regionsare added together for

thoseregions
wherethe train appearshollow).To compare thesevalueswith the expectedNa emissions
based
on the numericalmodel, the Na photonsurfaceemission rates at severalpoints along the width of the train
are calculated.This is doneby correctingthe radial volumeemissionintensityprofilein Figure7 for the proper
viewing geometry of a ground-basedobserver. The re-

of meteorablation. Zinn et al. [1999]predictdepressed sult, shownin Figure 8, representsthe predictedNa
levelsof 03 in the atmospherenear the meteorresulting photonsurfaceemissionrate from the DiamondRing
from dissociationby intense amounts of UV radiation meteor train, basedon the measuredNa density,difemitted as the meteor traverses the atmosphere. This fusivity,and temperature. The model profileis much
could obviously lead to reduced Na emissions,though narrowerthan the observedtrain width at 82 s, which
it is unclear if this would have a significant effect af- accordingto Figure 4 is nearly 400 m, evenat its narter the first few minutes, when the trail has diffused rowest. Interestingly,though, the width does match
outward enough to encounter fresh 03. An additional fairly well that of the individual'lines'for thoseparts
sourceof uncertainty in the predicted Na emissionlevels results from the aforementioneduncertainty in c•. If

of the train that appearasdouble.The widthdiscrepancycouldindicatethat the valueof the diffusivityused

c• is closerto 0.02, as indicatedby Hechtet al. [2000], hereis far too small. It seemsmorelikely thoughthat
the train is initially muchlargerthan the initial sizeof 1
m usedhereor that the train undergoes
an initial rapid
expansion,
as described
by Jenniskens
et al. [2000c].

instead of 0.1 as is used here, then the predicted emissions would be reduced by a factor of 5, which would
improve the agreement between the model and the observations. Larger values, up to about 0.6, have also
been predicted for c•, though such a large value seems
unlikely and is not supported by experiment.
There is also significant uncertainty in the observed
intensity levels, which are based on the assumptionof
a 50 R background emission. Background Na emissions
are typically between about 20 and 200 R, and so, it

The peak Na emissionsfrom the model are between

2 and 3 ordersof magnitudelessintensethan the peak
observedluminosityreportedabove. The total Na emissionper unit lengthof the modeltrain, obtainedby integratingacrossthe profileshownin Figure8, wasfound

to be2 x 1013photons
m-1 s-1, some3 orders
ofmagnitude smaller than the measured line emission from
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the Photometrics CCD image. As was discussedabove,
the uncertainty in the modeledemissionintensity is significant. However, since the comparison with the Na
all-sky imagesof the Diamond Ring indicates that the
model tends to overestimatethe Na emissions,it is reasonableto conclude that Chapman's mechanism is capable of producingonly a small portion of the observed
persistent train luminosity. Hence we must search for
alternative sourcesof enduring emissions.
4.1.

Iron

Oxide

8xlO•

4xlO•
o
.,-i

• 2xl
m

0•
13 .......................

*

The spectroscopicobservationsobtained during the
airborne campaign provide a partial answer. The visual
emissionis dominated by a a broad continuum emission
that underlays the sodium D lines Figure 3. The measured integrated intensity of that continuum is about
40 times that of the sodium emission. Indeed, radiation from excited metal oxides produced as a result of

the oxidation of meteoric metal atoms by Oa in (18)
has been suggestedbefore as a sourceof train luminos-

'

6xlO1•

O

Emission
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Figure O. PredictedFeO orangeband emissions
along
•he •rain's

width.

is usedto estimatethe expectedFeO orangesystemintensity. Figure 9 showsthe calculated FeO line emission
intensity after the train has been allowed to evolve for

82 s. The emission
peaksat about8.0 x 10TMphotons
m-2 s-1 in the train center and is 4 times more intense

ity [Baggaley,1976].Iron is oneof the moreabundant than the Na emissions.Interestinglyenough,this is a
meteoric metals, significantly more abundant than Na. factor of 10 lessthan is observed. Even so, the FeO
FeO produced in the reaction of Fe with Oa is known to

emission alone cannot account for the observed total

produceradiation(primarily)in the FeO orangesystem
[WestandBroida,1975]between560 and 670 nm.
The previouslydescribedmodelis adjustedto include
the presenceof Fe, Mg, and Ca atoms. These are assumedto be presentin typical chondriticproportions
relativeto Na asgivenby Mason[1971].We note,however,that workpublishedby yonZahn et al. [1999]indicatesthat Ca wouldnot be expectedto be presentin

luminosityin the CCD camera passband.

its chondritic proportion in the trail. Since Ca is far

detected persistent trains in the 750-900 nm OH air-

4.2. O2(bll]a+
) Emission
Other sources of emission will have to be found in

the near-IR, between700 nm and lp. Indeed,Hapgood
[1980]observed
significant
intensityof persistent
trains
in this passbandand the SOR near-IR all-sky camera

lessprevalentthan Fe and Mg, though,this shouldnot glow passbandfilter. Although there is some hint of
greatlyaffectthe results.Table 3 showsthe proportions OH emissionin Figure 5, this emissionis probablynot
used.
from OH. OH airglow emissionsare producedby the
The following reactionsare added to the model:
following reaction:

M + Oa

, MO + 02

(18)

MO + O

>M + 02

(19)

where M is taken to representan Fe, Mg, or Ca atom.
The rates for these reactions are taken to be kls -

H + Os

• OH* + 02.

Sinceelevationsin H or Os densityare not expectedin
the wakeof a meteor,there is no reasonto expectan
enhancementin OH emissions
in evenpersistenttrains.
Hencewe believethat the detectedluminositymay not
be due to OH but rather that the cameramay have

3.5 x 10-1øexp(-146/T) cm3 8--1 and k19 = 3.0 x
10-1øv/T/200cm3 s-1 [PlaneandHelmer,1994].Us- detected
O2(b
l•a+) emissions
similar
to those
reported
ing the Fe abundancegiven in Table 3, and assuming by Hapgood[1980],except with the (0,1) component
that 10% of FeO createdradiates,the numericalmodel filtered out.
Table

3.

Assumed Relative Abundances of Metallic

Atoms in Meteor Trails
Element

Relative

Table 4. Reactionenthalpiesof interestand highest

accessible
vibrational
stateofO2(b•I]•
+)
Abundance

Element AHoxid(½V) /J AHred(½V) /J

Na

1.0

Na

1.54

-

2.50

Fe

16.0

Fe

3.17

9

0.87

Mg

22.0

Mg

2.39

3

1.60

Ca

1.14

Ca

2.87

7

1.20
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peak emissions.Also, the integrated 02 line emissionis
more than an order of magnitude weaker than what is

2xlO 13

measured.

It is possible
that the O2(b•Ea
+) emission
is signif-

1.Sx1013

icantly larger than indicated in Figure 10, since only
02 excited by reactions of meteoric metal specieswith
atmospheric oxygen species has been included in the

lx1013

calculations.
O2(b•Ea
+) is alsoproduced
asa resultof

5x1012
0

-100

-•0 ....

0

distance

50

' •

100

(m)

Figure 10. Predictedmaximumemission
of 02.

the recombinationof oxygen atoms. Becauseit is likely
that there are significantly elevated levels of O in the
train, both from the meteor itself and from the dissociation of atmosphericmoleculesas predicted by Zinn

et al. [1999],
it is alsolikelythatO2(b•Ea
+) emissions
from this source could be substantial.

Thusit seems
thatO2(b•Ea+
) couldpotentially
bea

Hapgood
[1980]attributedthe near-IRemission
to the significant sourceof train luminosity. However, while

excitation
of O2(b•Ea
+) asa consequence
of (5) of the

it is possiblethat emissionsfrom 02 formed in meteor

Na cycle. That reactionis exothermicby 2.5 eV while trains may be as strongas (or strongerthan) is indi-

theb•Ea+
stateof 02 lies1.63eV above
thegroundcated in Figure 10, it

is unclear what fraction of those
emissionswould be detectable by a ground-basedobexcited state and further vibrational excitation, up to server. Atmospheric 02 will absorb photons from tranthe v = 5 state. This would lead to radiation in bands
sitions that terminate on the vibrational ground state,
between about 540 nm and 1/•. Other meteoric met- making them undetectable on the ground. Future efals, suchas Fe, Mg, and Ca, undergoa similar sequence forts will, we hope, be made to answer this and other
of oxidation-reduction reactionswith atmosphericgases questionsregardingthis potentially important sourceof
that could also lead to excited 02. Table 4 showsthe luminosity.

state, showingthere is energyenoughto producethe

enthalpiesof the oxidationand reductionreactionsfor
Na, Mg, Fe, and Ca and the highestvibrational state

ofO2(b•Ea
+) thatcould
beexcited
in eachreaction,
assumlugall of the excessenergyof the reactiongoesinto
excitation of 02. It is clear that the oxidation by Oa
of Mg, Fe, and Ca is alsosufficientlyexothermicto ex-

citeO2(b•Ea+).
Unfortunately,
asis thecaseforNa,

5. Role of Train Dynamics
Clues to the emissionmechanismsare also provided
by the unusualmorphologyand dynamical propertiesof
the persistent trains, in particular by the double structure exhibited by a large portion of observedtrains. As

mentionedabove,Kelley et al. [2000],Chuet al. [2000],
et al. [2000c]suggestthat the chemical
muchO2(b•Ea+),
if any,isproduced
in theprocess.
We and Jenniskens

there seemto be no experimentalmeasurements
of how

attempt here to calculate the maximum 02 emissions depletion of Oa may be responsible. However, the luminosity decreaseclearly visible in Figure 7, causedby
that might be expectedfrom our model meteor train.
Since we are interested in the maximum emission, such a chemical depletion, is not present in Figure 8,

we assume
that (18) alwaysproduces
an O2(b•a+
)

which represents more accurately the luminosity pro-

moleculeand that reaction(5) doessowhenthereis no

file an observer

would

see.

This

is because contribu-

excitation of the resultingNa atom. We further assume tions from the front and rear of the train appear to
thatallO2(b•Ea
+) molecules
thatarenotquenched
pro- the ground-basedobserver,viewing the train from some
ducedetectable
radiation.Thetransition
fromb•Y•a
+ distance, to be coming from its center, effectively fill-

to theX3• - ground
stateisforbidden,
andtheradia- ing (from the observer'spoint of view) the luminosity
tive lifetimeof the state is consequently
very long(•12

s). Quenching
ofO2(b•g
+) proceeds
primarily
viacollisionswith molecular nitrogen at a measuredrate of

hollow there. Thus it appearsthat the chemicaldepletion of Oa is insufficientto produce the double structure

shownin Plate 3. Zinn et al. [1999]indicatethat intense

•02x 10-•5 cm3 s-! [Hapgood,
1980].Adjustments
to UV radiation from the strong shockwave that forms as
the met•or traverses the atmosphere could lead to the
dissociationof large amounts of 03 and other molecules
and for quenching.
in
the vicinity of the meteor trail. Perhaps such an
Figure 10 showsthe model resultsfor the maximum
additional
Oa sink could lead to a greater luminosity
O2(b•Ea
+) surface
emission
after82s. Thepeakfluxin
"hole"
in
the
train's center. However, in addition to
Figure10 is about2.0 x 10•a photons
m-2 s-•, which

the model are made for the measured

transition

rate

et al. [2000c]included
is largerthan the peak Na emissionby morethan 3 or- chemicaldepletion,Jenniskens
some
Oa
dissociation
in
their
analysis
and found that
dersof magnitude. The integrated02 line emissionwas

calculatedto be -•2.0 x 10•5 photonsm-• s-•. Com- the luminosity depletion thus created is still incapable
paringwith Figure4, we seethat the predictedpeak02
emission is between about 0.1 and 0.3 of the measured

of explaining the observations. The observed central
luminosity is too large, even if there are no reactions
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the lidar would have only measuredone of them since
the beam was too narrow to be able to intercept both.
This was probably the casefor the lidar return at 92.2

Cut 5

km reportedaboveand shownin Figure 2 and at the
bottom of Figure 6, where only one trail was detected.
The sizesof the trails measuredby the lidar (a = 120
and 61 m at 98 km altitude and 39 m at 92 km) are
similar to the those measuredfrom the CCD image (rr
rangingfrom 34 to 68 m), as well as thoseof the model
profilesin Figures8-9. This lendsfurther credenceto

Meters

i

!

i

!

!

!

Out 6

this model.

Both modelsraise the questionof why there are only
two. If multiple fragmentswould lead to independent
trails, then certainly,on occasion,there shouldbe more
I

I

200

300

.

I

I

I

I

400

500

600

700

800

Meters

Figure 11. Expected luminosityprofilesfrom a hollow cylinderand the actual profilesfrom cuts 5 and 6.
Compareto the muchbetter independentGaussianfits
of Figure 4.

in the center of the hollow tube. Figure 11 showsthat

poor fits result from assumingemissionfrom only the
walls of a cylinder and that the brightnessis proportional to the path length through the tube. The size
of the cylinder and the thicknessof the walls are free
parametersin the fit.
We examinedthe alternative possibility,that the two
parallel beamsof light in persistenttrains are due to
two trails rather than to the walls of a hollow cylinder. Indeed, the two parts of the observedtrain tend

than two side by side trails. Perhaps there is a segregation taking place, by mass, by composition, or even
by charge. At any rate the dark central region of many
of the trails we observedremains best explained as two
independenttrails, but further investigationis certainly
required for an alternate or more completeexplanation.
These alternative dynamic modelsdo not help explain
the observedmissing luminous intensity. At best, they
could add a factor of 2 to the integrated intensity. The
answer to this question is rather an unidentified source
of luminosity in the near-IR or an unidentified error in
the luminosity calibrations.
6. Conclusions

The observationsconductedat SOR during the peak
of the 1998 Leonid

meteor shower offered an excellent

opportunity to study the phenomenonof persistentmeteor trains. In particular, the lidar measurementsof
to haveslightlydifferentbrightnesses
[Jenniskens
et al., Na density, temperature, and diffusivity, coupled with
2000c].If we supposethat the emissionareasarosein- the optical measurementsfrom the variouscamerasand
dependently,then at somepointsthey might intertwine video cameras, made it possible for the first time to
as they are blown into a loop by the winds. Videos quantify the contribution of Na emissionsto the persisovermany minutesof this trail and others[Drummond tent luminosity. The resultsreported here indicate that
et al., 1999]showthat the paralleltrails do not ever Na emissionscan be expected to compriseonly a very
twist, although the distancebetweenthem does vary small fraction of the total observed(visible plus nearslightly.
IR) intensity.Thus it seemsthat the Chapman[1955]
Yet another model that is suggestedby combining mechanismcannot be the dominant sourceof enduring
the lidar data with our image is that two trails exist, train luminosity. Furthermore, it seemsthat the chemibut that above96.5 km they are enshroudedin a broad cal depletion of Oa in the inner regionsof the train near
regionof emission,a fog. Not until the fog clearsat the axis is not sufficient to produce the hollow struclower altitudes do the parallel trails appear. The pres- ture many persistent trains, including those discussed
enceof a doublepeak in Figure 6 offerssomeproof of here, are reported to have. Indeed, the hollow structure
this. As shown in Figure 6, the lidar measuredtwo remains most perplexing since Trowbridge's cylindrical
peaksin Na densityat an altitude just above98 km. shell model appears to be inadequate.
Whereasthe lidar penetratedboth, a clear imagetaken
Metal oxides,in particular the FeO orange arc emisat the same time would have shown one trail behind
sion, contribute to the visible luminosity of trains, as
the other. Our CCD image 43 s earlier is consistent indicated by the spectrum in Figure 3. We tentatively
with this model, showingonly one small trail but su- concludethat the persistenttrain luminosity is not toperimposedon a larger fog at cut 2. Furthermore,the tally accountedfor, even by taking into account all the
distance between the two trails measured by the lidar products of the metal oxidation-reduction reactions inwas423sin(50)= 324m, comparable
to the separations volving the recyclable metals.
between the trails in cuts 3-6 of 245-380 m. At lower
Additional sourcesof luminosity likely exist in the
altitudes,wherethe trails are clearlyparallel(cuts3-6), 700-900 nm passband. We studied the emissionsfrom
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O2(bly]•+),
whichoccurin thiswavelength
range,and
it may be excitedby the oxidation-reduction
chemistry

Drummond,J., C. S. Gardner, and M. C. Kelley, Catching
a falling star, Sky Tel., 99, 46-49, 2000.

Drummond,J. D., B. W. Grime, C. S. Gardner, A. Z. Liu,
X. Chu, and T. J. Kane, Observationsof persistentLeoindicatethat this hassomepromise,and the observation
nid meteor trails, 1, advectionof the "Diamond Ring", J.
of Na and other meteoric metals.

The model results

of enduringluminosityin the OH emission
bandwidth,
whichweattributeto 02, lendsaddedcredibilityto this

Geophys.Res., this issue.
Grime, B. W., T. J. Kane, A. Z. Liu, G. Papen, C. S. Gardpossibility. However, more work must be done before
ner, M. C. Kelley, C. A. Kruschwitz, and J. D. Drummond, Meteor trail advection observedduring the !998
decisiveconclusions
can be drawn. Particularlyuseful
Leonid shower, Geophys.Res. Lett., 27, 1819-1822, 2000.
wouldbe experimental
studiesto measure
the degree Hapgood,
M. A., IR observationof a persistentmeteortrain,
to whichO2(bl•s
+) isexcited
bytherelevant
chemical Nature, 286, 582-583, 1980.
reactions.
Hawkins, G. W., A hollow meteor train, Sky Tel., pp. 168169, 1957.
It should be noted that the model developedhere is
Hecht,
J., S. Collins, C. Kruschwitz, M. Kelley, R. Roble,
at the moment quite crude. Only the effectsof particle
and R. Waltersheid, The excitation of the Na airglow from
diffusion and chemical kinetics are included. Perhaps
Coqui Dos rocket and ground based observations, Geomore importantly, it is assumed that the background
phys. Res. Lett., 27, 453-456, 2000.
atmosphereremains undisturbed by the passageof the Jenniskens, P., S. Butow, and M. Fonda, The 1999 Leonid multi-instrument aircraft campaign-An early review,
meteor. Zinn et al. [1999]is particularlyinterestingin
Earth Moon Planets, 82-83, 1-26, 2000a.
this regard sincethey predict enormouslevelsof dissociJenniskens,P., M. Lacey, B. Allan, D. Self, and J. Plane,
ationof Oa andothermolecules.
InclUding
sucheffects FeO "orangearc" emissiondetected in optical spectrum
in future implementations could help explain many of
of Leonid persistent train, Earth Moon Planets, 82-83,
the aspectsof persistent trains.
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